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we are accelerating into the age of "connected everything,,. There are almost three million
apps in one of the world's leading app stores , many of us check our smart-phones once every6 minutes and most of us carry our digitar devices for Z2hours per day.

connectivity is limitless and choice is copious, but are we truly experts in the use of our digitaltools' or are we merely tamiliar? Are the rapid switches, scans and swipes which characterise
our interactions with technology masking the fact that we have not truly mastered them, andare we compromising our well-being and performance in the process?

Every revolution in technology has brought chatlenges and opportunities, requiring us to makedifficult decisions and complex judgments. we live and work as part of a wider system, butwhere previous transformations have impacted technology, our economy and society in a
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linear manner, the pervasiveness, independence and inter-connectedness of the digital
technologies are accererating deveropment at an exponentiar rate.

From a fixed to a flow-based economy
Much of our consumption has shifted from ownership to access and our economy has movedfrom being based on fixed items to 'flows'. For example, the newspaper; a medium fixed by itslimited number of pages, is experiencing global declines in circulation across publications.
86Ya of people are more likely to use Twitter as their principre source of news, browsing feedsfrom various sources continuously. we do not purchase cDs or listen to hour-long albums, westream music for as long as we want to using seruices such as spotify. we rarely post letters,
but likely spend up to 60% of our day in some form of erectronic communication.

while digitization and flows have increased availability and choice, they have also mu*iplied
complexifu and uncertainty' our behaviour has become more orientated toward the short-
term.

Variety overload

our brains are not predisposed to meet the demands of the highly specialised tasks and
efforts required by modern digital society. we attempt to cope by ,multi-tasking,, 

but this
approach can cannibalise up to 4o%o of productive time. we make more mistakes, learn less
and tasks take longer to complete.

combining two effortful tasks is harder than completing them separatety. switching tasks
increases cognitive load. Most of what we call multi-tasking is actually the prefrontal cofiex - aregion toward the front of our brain - acting as a policeman directing traffic at a busy
intersection' switching between the various neural networks required for the flow of processes
associated with each task.

our smafiphones buzz with notifications throughout the day and night; we accept relen,ess
distraction as the default option. Habitual checking on missed calls and messages can
become an addictive pattern of behaviour, increasing stress and disturbing sleep. More than
90Yo of people multi-task during meetings. 42Yo of us admit to reading and responding to e-
mail in the bathroam. To%o of us check e-mail while watching w. when we find the
oppot'tunity to rest, 34Yo of us admit to using social media as a form of mental break.

HoweveL while it may activate our reward mechanisms, these diversions do not restore us.
They are another form of 'pseudo work' for our brains as we switch and process content.

Even ff our devices arc switched off, cognitive capacity is significantty rcdued when our
smartphone is within reach - ward et al. (2o1n Brain Drain: The Mere presence of one,sown smartphone Reduces Avairabre cognitive Gapacity.
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There is incoherence between our inner-world and our environment. This may go some way toexplaining why an abundance of information and choice has not necessarily been
accompanied by a growing sense of wellbeing. Many of us feel that everyday life is no longerunder our control' we have a variety overload. The more activities we choose to engage in, theless time and energy we have for each of them.

socio-economic transformation & weflbeing

Familiarity is not expertise

with hindsight, we may reflect on the emergence of the world wide web and global
digitalisation as the greatest technological development our species experienced since theemergence of language' Perhaps there are similarities between these advances: language is amassive' interlocking toolset. lt can be disassembled, reassembled, aggregated and
combined to create many things' As language developed and humanity assembled words intoincreasingly complex structures it appeared useful to agree on structures and relationships
between words, in order to maximise their usefurness.

ln isolation, a word is a tool, but its potential is truly realised when it is combined with othersinto an assembly' a technology, which can efficiently perform a given task. paradoxica,y, if wehad never introduced limits and agreed structures to govern our use of words, we would havelimited their creative potential' with language, we accept that limiless choice is actually alimiter.

Structuring our flows
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In contrast, we look for ever-increasing ways to embed digitalflows into every moment of our
day' wiFi on planes, cellular connections on our wrists and the emergence of augmented
reality infuse every experience with more data. There are few structures or norms in our flow-
based approach to using digitaltools. we navigate our digital universe by continuously
disassembling, reassembling, aggregating and combining in limiiless configurations.

we are very familiar and have an ever-growing vocabulary of options available to us, but
without any structure guiding our use, are we diminishing the value and potential inherent in
these powerful tools? we may feel productive and efficient, but we often make our lives more
difficult than they need to be. Like words improperly arranged, our communication and
creativity is restricted, becomes more effortful and frustrating that it could be. Do we need to
accept that some rimits to our digitar experience may be beneficiar?

A case for limiting choice
our digital tools witl not impose boundaries for us. Unless we choose to create limits, our
attention will continue to be harvested to the point of exhaustion. perhaps we need to move
beyond familiarity and begin to estabtish new frameworks; a grammar for the digitar age whichpromotes enhanced welrbeing and more sustainabre performance.

These frameworks could begin in very simple ways. Reducing the number of times we check
our e-mail to three times per day, as opposed to as often as we can, is associated with
significant reductions in stress. People who move their phone to another room significanly
outperform those who leave their phone on their desk in assessments of cognitive
per-formance.

A new language for technology
The purpose of these new structures should be to direct and shape the ,flows, associated with
our use of digital tools' ln my work at Hintsa Performance, I often suggest that clients begin
with three simpre adaptations of existing ringuistic approaches:

' Grammar: Be clear about the purpose of each digital tool that you use. As with
words, there may be multiple uses for the same toot, but trying to apply multiple
purposes at once is confusing and ineffective. Also, consider that just because
you can use a tool doesn't necessarily mean that you should.

' structure: As with sentences and paragraphs, sequence your use of digital
tools, rather than intenseaving them continuously. Consider dividing your
workday into shorter working sessions with more precise goals and careful
selection of the most appropriate tool.
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Punctuation: Pause for clarity regularly and enjoy some disconnected time.
Don't rely on self-control. consider switching-off your devices and/orputting
them out of sight. Remember that idre time is not a waste of time.

These new norms will take time to develop and become established, but we have asophisticated cognitive control system. Human beings have proven abre to adapt to a widevariety of demands' lnitially, it may feel burdensome, just as it does when we seek to master anew language' but in time, the basic rules which underpin the optimum use of our digital toorsmay become automatized' As we pause more regularly, we will enhance clarity, reduce effort,stress' improve learning and interact with technology in more sophisticated and meaningfulways' making better use of the incredible array of tools we have available to us.

Written by

James Hewitt' Head of science & lnnovation, Hintsa performance

The views expressed in this a.ticte are those of the author arone and not the worrd Economic Forum.
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